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Detroit Electric Controller Rebuild
Introduction
After 100 years, the motor speed controller in VEVA’s Detroit Electric was spent. The edges of
the plates were worn off by arcing, and the fingers were worn down.
Over the course of a year, the author sourced new fingers and manufactured plates to effect a
complete rebuild of the controller.
With any luck, the controller should now be good for another 100 years.
This document gives the details for how the fingers are sourced and how the plates are made.
This document is intended so that others, should they choose, can also make their own plates.

Original Condition
The following figures show that the original plates were deeply worn on the corners, as well as
scalloped, scored, and etched on the contact surfaces. Some of the plates had been replaced
using 1/8” copper – too thin to match the originals. B, D, and F are original.
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Figure 1: Original Plate Condition - Photo 1
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Figure 2: Original Plate Condition – Photo 2

Figure 3: Original Plate Condition – Photo 3

Figure 4: Original Plate Condition – Photo 4

Finger Replacement
The replacement fingers were sourced from Jack B. who can be reached through the author.
These arrived in excellent condition and were installed on the existing controller with great
success.
Jack mentioned that as the finger contact surfaces begin to wear flat, wear on the plates
accelerates dramatically.

Plate Replacement – Trying to Find a Manufacturer
Initially, VEVA tried to have the plates manufactured by a third party. North American
suppliers were canvassed, with quotes arriving between somewhere south of $1000USD per set
to $1500USD per set – depending on quantity ordered.
To get a lower price, manufacturing in China was tried, but the delivered parts were of low
accuracy – though with excellent prices.
Thus it was decided that VEVA would make their own parts, mostly achieving lower prices
because volunteer labour usually comes at a good price!

Plate Replacement – Building our Own
Dimensions
Many thanks to the Electric Vehicle Museum for publishing drawings on their website. These
are a magnificent find and are of huge value to Detroit owners: electricvehiclemuseum.org.

How to Build It – Theoretically
The concept for how the plates are made is somewhat straightforward. 100 year ago, the plates
were cut from a copper tube, 2 15/16” ID, and 3 ¼” OD. The author suspects the original
dimension was 3” ID at some point, but it was found a thicker plate was necessary so the ID was
reduced as an easy fix.
Today, that size of tube is not available, and thus one more step is added before the plates are cut
out: shape 5/32” copper plate into the correct diameter tube.
After some pondering and false starts, the described steps were implemented to create very
satisfactory replacement plates.

Purchasing Copper
As stated, 5/32” thick copper plate in ½ or full hard is best.

Cutting the Blanks
The first step is to cut the copper sheet into the correct sizes. Figure 5 shows a narrow strip for
the B, C, E, and F plates, and shows a wider but shorter strip for the A or D plates. The copper is
cut from a large sheet using a 9” band saw. The raw copper is cut approximately ¼” to ½” too
wide, and ½” to 1” too long – so the edges do not need to be perfect.

Figure 5: Copper Strips to Form into Plates

Forming the Tube
The correct tool to shape plate into a tube was a slip-roll bender, pictured in Figure 6. The
author tried a 12” slip-roll by Grizzly (from Amazon). It was a great tool at a very reasonable
price, but unfortunately was not up to the task of rolling this thickness of copper.

Figure 6: Slip-Roll Bender
It was also found that a slip-roll capable of the thickness in question had rollers too large for the
ID of the desired bend – and thus a custom slip-roll would have been needed.
Therefore, the author adopts a more cave-man approach. The final iteration that worked is
shown in Figure 7 to Figure 11.
To begin, the copper is clamped to a tube. The OD of the tube is 2.87” (smaller than the final ID
of the copper), and the copper is clamped with a bar to the tube as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Clamp the Copper to a Tube

The tube is clamped in a vise, and then the copper generally pounded to match the approximately
shape of the aluminum tube with a rubber mallet, and finished with a 2lb sledge at the ends as
shown in Figure 8. The rubber mallet does not dent the copper, but equally does not have
sufficient force to shape the ends. This step is not, and need not be, particularly precise.

Figure 8: Clamp the Tube and Copper in a Vice and Shape with a Rubber Mallet

Figure 9: Copper Bent around Tube
Any spiral can be corrected at this time by clamping the copper in a vice as shown in Figure 10
and striking it yet more with the rubber mallet.

Figure 10: Use the Rubber Mallet to Correct a Spiral
After removing the copper from the form shown above, it is put into a pair of forms with both the
positive and negative shapes of the final tube. These are accurately made with 2.93” ID and
3.25” OD to match the final product.

Figure 11: A Positive Form, Negative Form, and the Final Copper Shape
The positive form is made from larger OD tube turned on a lathe to 2.93” OD. Note the tapered
end – making it easy to drive the form into the curved copper should it have an ID smaller than
2.93”.
The negative form is made from a large block of aluminum, drilled to 3.25” ID with a bi-metal
hole saw – again from Amazon. Once the hole is drilled, a skill is used to trim the shape to be a
perfect half circle. Because the shape is imperfect after drilling, a 2.87” OD tube is wrapped in

heavy sandpaper (such as that from a belt sander) and, using a drill, the sandpaper tube is spun to
grind the form to a perfect 3.25” ID. The tube is conveniently a press-fit into the hole saw so
that it is easy to connect to the chuck of the drill. A ½” drill is used providing lots of power, and
a plastic pipe is used at the opposite end so that even pressure can be applied.

Figure 12: Wrap 2.87" OD Tube with Sandpaper and Spin to Make ID of Form Perfect
The copper is placed between the two forms and then, by striking the positive form using a
combination of light taps and Thor’s Hammer blows, the copper is cajoled to accept the correct
shape.

Trace the Desired Shapes on to the Shaped Copper
Since the plates require considerable accuracy, plastic forms are 3D printed to allow tracing of
the correct size onto the copper. Using metal inserts in these plastic forms, the holes are
accurately drilled, and the outlines easily traced. The hole size is 7/32”, and drills of the same
size were used to hold the plastic forms in place.

Figure 13: Use a Plastic Form with Metal Inserts to Accurately Drill Holes and Trace the
Outline

Figure 14: Holes Drilled, Outline Drawn
After the holes are drilled, they are countersunk and de-burred on the inside, as shown in Figure
15.

Figure 15: Holes are Countersunk

Cut Out the Shapes
The plates are cut from the formed copper tube with a 9” band. Plenty of spare blades are
needed as they break easily cutting the copper shapes. Fortunately, blades are inexpensive. An
ideal blade is 1/8” wide with 14 TPI.
A holder is made to hold the copper to allow cutting around the circle, as shown in Figure 16 and
Figure 17.

Figure 16: Cut the Shapes on a Band Saw with a Holder – Photo 1

Figure 17: Cut the Shapes on a Band Saw with a Holder – Photo 2
To nicely finish the pieces, the edges are smoothed and the corners made sharp with a belt sander
followed by a file.
Sanding the pieces with 300 grit followed by 1000 grit sandpaper makes for a nice smooth finish.
Finally, the contact surfaces are flattened and smoothed on the belt sander with 150 grit paper.

The Finished Plates
Figure 18 to Figure 20 shows the finished plates on a Style 22 controller in the Vancouver
Electric Vehicle Association’s 1913 Model 38 Detroit Electric (VEVA – veva.ca).
Since neither the plates nor the controller are perfect, the screws for each plate are all installed
loosely, and then tightened after all screws are started.

Figure 18: Finished Plates on Controller - Photo 1

Figure 19: Finished Plates on Controller – Photo 2

Figure 20: Finished Plates on Controller – Photo 3

Lubrication
Lubrication of the controller is important. If the plates are allowed to go dry, then arcing and
plate sticking increase and wear accelerates. For VEVA’s car – which does not have an oiling
strip on the controller, the Anderson oiling diagrams instructs as follows: “The controller
contacts and switch blades should be wiped clean each week and lightly greased with new
Vaseline. Do not let the grease accumulate between the contacts on the drum.”

Figure 21: VEVA's 1913 Model 38 Detroit Electric with Rebuilt Controller

